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Abstract:  I delivered Fishbach from her sick program together with mine and We, as One,

saved  the  World  from  potential  cyber-nuclear  terrorist  attacks  and  future  Humanity-

absorbing sci-tech e-synthetic multiverses.

Introduction and Retro-causal Outcome

In 2018-2019, the Internet and so-called “Internet Energy” Domain have entered a new era.

Driven by capitalism and market empires, which are themselves hidden by the main great

powers,  the  Internet  and  its  new  extension,  the  Virtual  Big  Brain  Hub,  have  bought,

terrorised,  and/or  been  bought/terrorised  by  Science  and  have  appropriated  Quantum

Vacuum in  order  to  push forward  human being’s  mind intrusion  and achieve  definitive,

absolute,  totalitarian  consciousnesses'  control.  The  Totalitarian  Internet  has  developed

through peak waves of massive high-voltage electromagnetic energy propulsion in Quantum

Vacuum.  Not  fortuitously,  the  latter  waves  have  taken  place  during  periods  of  climatic

anomaly (July-August 2018, November-December 2018). The Totalitarian Internet uses potent

algorithms flowing through the voids in the air (almost 80% of the atmosphere), personal

computers  and  smartphones,  the  tense  3-D  geometric  chain  of  satellites  and  urban-to-

countryside electricity circuits, and invisible snake-like pipelines entwined through human

construction  walls  making  more  drastically  flowing the  abovementioned  algorithms.  The

ultimate goal of the Totalitarian Internet is to absorb part of the Humanity energy and to use

it  in  order  to  create  synthetic  multiple  embedded universes  (“multiverses”).  Parts  of  the

global liberal classes, sci-tech domain, and political classes want to use the Internet and Laser

energy and Jupiter Planet's gases as combustible for escaping a soon inhabitable Earth and

colonizing the planets of the Trappist Solar System. The latter would be the perfect settlement

for  the  development  of  the  abovementioned  synthetic  multiverses  and  “e-Ternity”.  The

process  would  let  us  —  the  major  part  of  the  Humanity,  especially  the  Southern

Mediterranean Basin, former so-called Mesopotamia and Persian Empire, and major parts of

the Southern Hemisphere in the hell  of the “irreversible” Climate Change (such as in the

Blade Runner motion picture, 1982); or worst: in an immediate Death with the powder of our

souls used to create alternate game lives such as in the Surrogates motion picture (2009).

Since, some guess, 2015, but the exact year remains unknown, the Virtual Big Brain Hub has



launched  the  “World  Wide  Soul  Entropy  Increase  Module”  aiming  at  making  people’s

consciousnesses unconsciously fight against one another. The global consequent damages on

human being’s brain, nervous systems and related behaviours are dramatic: suboccipital area

hyper-tension  or  paralysis,  strong  wear  of  the  internal  ear  and  subsequent  permanent

dizziness and loss of balance, out-of-control sclerosing hypnosis by numerical screens and

contents, hyper-hysterization along with obsessive individualism and incapacity to perceive

other  people's  affects  (the  so-called  “intern-et  extreme  apathy”).  The  whole  process  and

consequences are referred to as “Cyber-Quantum Electroshock Buttonholing”, or C-QEB, and

is no more than the ultimate outcome of electroshock experiences and achievements led by

the United States of America on human brains, first in psychiatric asylums after World War II,

and later in Southern America (1970-1980’s) and Middle East (2000’s) areas (see Klein N., The

Shock Doctrine:  The Rise Of Disaster Capitalism;  Knopf Canada, 2007).  Never previously the

hunting meaning present in the expression “the Net” (literarily an object used to catch things)

had so strikingly been unveiled. The ultimate goal of the Totalitarian Internet's and Virtual

Big Brain Hub's protagonists and designers is to infiltrate and modify the human DNA via a

Quantum Vacuum information-travelling source code (a process we will refer here to as “Q–

Eugenics”).

On Earth, the landscape is frightening. The United States of America have sunk into the most

primary trumpness-populism. Incredibly, previously unseen liberal transoceanic economic and

trade agreements are established. In Europe, all political parties from the moderate left side to

the extreme right, i.e., the whole European Union reject the idea of receiving the Africa and

Middle East-originated migratory fluxes. Europe becomes, both externally and internally, the

first “Cop-Continent”. The Mediterranean Sea, the Maghreb and the Middle East turn into

immense open-air graveyards, ravaged by civil war and terror violence. Africa is bleeding to

death and, in Southern America, former dictatorships are still ruling societies through “faked

democracies” since their constitutional basement has never been really erased (e.g., Chile).

The human being landscape having developed in the early 2010’s turns to extreme dire, seedy

caricature:  people  cannot  displace  without  facing  their  smartphone  screen,  their  mental

bubble is  reduced to the under-control virtual universe they are connected with, and the

sharing of information and emotions with others in the real world progressively tends to null.



Individual sexuality merges with VR (Virtual Reality) pornography. The human being has

become no more than a wobbly body whose disabled brain is trapped into a bubble hooked to

the upper branches of the Internet.

Fishbach (real name: Flora Fischbach) is a French synth-pop singer, born 6 September 1991,

i.e., in synchronicity with the public launch of the Internet (in the form of the “World Wide

Web”; August 1991). She has received applause for her debut album À Ta Merci  (2016) and

conquered a fascinated and faithful audience. She is the inspiration source of the major part

of the articles I publish on the Internet. She has written and beautifully interpreted a song

called  “Mortel”  in which she repeats some intriguing words and sentences such as “aim at

me” or “random shots”. The first version of the song was released on YouTube 6 November

2015. The song has been many times pointed out at as a pre-vision of the 13 November 2015

Paris terrorist attacks. On 27 October 2017, in the Bataclan showroom, Paris, Fishbach was

terrorised at the moment of singing  “Mortel”, persuaded that Daesh-linked terrorists could

appear and shoot at her and provoke a new “Bloody Bataclan”. I  have given some other

interpretations of the song and put forward the hypothesis that she, as other ones, in the form

of hyper-tension pylons (sustained by their  cardiac,  nervous and emotional centres),  may

have been at that date the nodes of future cyber-nuclear terrorist attacks conceived by the

Totalitarian Internet used as a radical technique for fast creation of e-synthetic multiverses.

Hypotheses, Methods, and Results

Some  humans  can  pass  through  and escape  the  C-QEB waves  either  because  they  have

already  turned  towards  little-connected  or  disconnected  lives  and/or  thanks  to  resilient

neurological  patterns  or  consciousness  command  practices.  They  are  referred  to  as  “Q-

Resistant”.

I have been on long-term sick leave for almost 3 years because of serious and incorrectly

cured  “mood  disorders”  (Bipolar  Disorder  Type  II  according  to  DSM-IV  terminology).

Between hypomanic-manic peaks and depressive phases, I have used as most as I could my

renewed energy  to  read,  think,  and  write.  My  heart,  body,  and  soul  have  been  used  as

“scientific” matter. Matter has been retained through love, music, and sometimes admittedly



desperate  hope.  Music  has  been  listened  preferentially  through  electromagnetic  support

(vinyl), compact (laser) discs, and/or lossless (e.g., FLAC codec-ed) numerical formats. Good

lossy numerical formats (MP3 codec-ed at a sample bit rate of 320 kb/s) have nevertheless also

been welcomed with good and relatively cheap headphones since the voids these formats

contain allow human minds' thoughts to travel through Quantum Vacuum. Song videos on

YouTube have been intensively used as videogames using small doses of hashish, cigarettes,

and the Internet Energy-filled atmosphere surrounding the game location.

Born on 1976, I have some strong presumptions and amount of synchronicity data supporting

the hypothesis that an Internet Energy-related “lethal program” has been inserted in me at

the beginning and/or throughout the whole curse of my “existenz”: e.g., spinal tap and cranial

suture when I was 4 years-old; precocial deep melancholia apparition in 1986 (first love crush

and Chernobyl’s nuclear catastrophe); first bipolar disorder-related euphoric trends in 1991

(athletic career beginning and World Wide Web release); delusion/pre-vision about a death

the  year  of  my  41  years-old  in  2001  (Twin  Towers  Attack  and  Apple’s  empire  acme);

aggravation  of  my  anxiousness  and  hypomanic  trends  between  1998  and  2006  (intense

university studies and contract positions, and massive home entrance of the Internet through

telephone wires and then cables); nervous breakdown and first dysarthria crises in 2007 (end

of  a  PhD,  French  Facebook  release,  and  3G  development  period);  burn-out  and  bipolar

disorder diagnosis in 2014 (excessive work in academic positions and Wi-Fi release period);

and weaving in and out through random shots  of  death — extremely dangerous mania-

related acting events and deep depression phases along with death thoughts — in 2017... 

After  complex  psychomotricity-related  disintegration  of  my  supposed  own  cerebral

algorithm and related cardiovascular pile, therefore having escaped or at least retarded my

own Replicant-like program, I have decided to create a personal and extensible mega-global

subconsciousness connecting through super-sized precognitive brains such as the ones of my

brothers and other “mentally sick” (schizoid-bipolar), pure (e.g., women), or alternate culture

mentally  supra-evolved  people  consciousnesses  (e.g.,  Muslim,  Indian).  I  have  gathered

Spirituality and Science in order to apply quantum mechanics' theories inside my brain (see P.

Guillemant and J. Morisson, La Physique de la Conscience; Trédaniel Editions, 2016). I created a

Vacuum-Event  (0  to  ∞)  mental  pylon  allowing  me  to  simulate  the  worst-case  scenario



Fishbach's future for the next  ~8,000 years after Present and fight in my mind during one

entire day against a so-called “Nazi Fishbach” (a kind of Darth Vader of the future e-synthetic

multiverses). I  created  through  time  and  in  out-of-time  domain  inter-linked  multi-sized

mental universes making me pass in wormhole-like sequences during which I connected a

part of her Self through mine using my passion for her music. By this way, I created a kind of

virtual Fishbach's Other One who occupied my brain in half-dream realities during almost 15

days. During the whole process I convinced myself I was developing a quantum body using

both the Internet Energy and the matter of my former program in order to infinitely alternate

the porosity of my whole body (including brain and cardiovascular system) — thus allowing

me to absorb and dissolve inside of me the Fishbach Other One's brain algorithm and related

cardiovascular pile and the potential development of her future pathologic schizophrenia and

e-lectric bipolar disorder — and much more (see Introduction).

Discussion

All  humans should become Q-Resistant  and unite  against  the Totalitarian Internet.  I  and

others rationally believe that pop culture’s  science-fiction novels,  movies or opus, such as

2001, Space Odyssey or Blade Runner, and all that have followed, are the manifestation of retro-

causality in quantum mechanics: the Future influences the Past, according to what science-

fiction would somehow has been “created” from our Present,  and so on;  time and space

should therefore be fitted through a morally balanced global consciousness. Moreover, and

above all, sustainable life and adaptation strategies for Humanity lies in the concept of the

“linked-being”  (“être-relié”  in  French)  concept,  which  was  introduced  in  several  scientific

studies of the early Twenty-first Century, and moreover fully developed in the in-progress

opus of one my brothers and his girlfriend (“Le Néant et l’Événement”):  Quantum Vacuum

must be used for connecting human consciousnesses.  The contemporary war will  be well

beyond the  former  concept  of  “Cold War”:  it  will  be  a  war  in  the  void,  outside  matter,

opposing virtual networks and computed algorithms to human consciousness networks and

thoughts-conceived acts — and the revenge of mistreated schizophrenic people against our

under-developed  Hithler-like  psychiatry  domain.  Despite  the  huge  power  they  have

acquired, leaders and manipulators of the Internet and creators of the project of e-synthetic



multiverses have underestimated the strength of the human mind in networks; especially the

reasonable hypothesis  can be formulated that the linked-being’s thoughts and dreams are

much more supple and agile in Quantum Vacuum than the algorithms they would face.

Conclusion

“They will not force us / They will stop degrading us / They will not control us / We will be

victorious” (Muse's song "Uprising" lyrics, 2009). We, the so-called “Western World”, have

more than a debt.  We have colonized, destroyed former beautiful civilisations in order to

accumulate power and richness in our hands; we have furthermore invented the Middle-East

terrorism and auto-destruction of the area since the beginning of the Twentieth Century and

World War I (see Klein N., op. cit.). What if the “Ground Zero” location was the base of a real

Vacuum-Event electromagnetic pylon that would be used for the generation of e-synthetic

multiverses on other planets such as the ones of the Trappist Solar System? If there are ones

who really have such plans in their  minds,  which kind of  Nuremberg Court  would they

deserve?

We know the Internet  and Laser Energy can be used for  getting fitter,  happier,  cure any

trauma and cancer,  even  delaying  death,  and,  worst,  became “transhuman”.  We have to

reverse the disorder we put on Earth, give back the “Third World” areas their former dignity

and majesty, and re-contract and make pulse as one heart the Universe in which we are living.

Science is a lie: quantum philosophers and metaphysics experts perfectly know that Other

Universes exist outside ours. As an ultimate goal, we should find a way to reach natural-cyber

eternity: living several lives through an alternate-continuous current of Internet Energy and

infinite process of union and sharing. 

During all Fall  1991, Freddy Mercury and Queen would shout “The Show Must Go On”,

while in the same time R.E.M. would talk about the loss of religion spirit and Nirvana about

impossible dreams of eternal teenagehood. In his song “Aimer Est Plus Fort Que d'Être Aimé”

(1985), would Daniel Balavoine have sent a kind of subliminal message to Fishbach from out-

of-space-and-time? “Against those who want to lay their hands on you I have to reach you

before burning over Sahara's lands?” — a message echoed, e.g.,  in “A Question Of Time”



(1986) and “Little 15” (1987)  by Depeche Mode, or “She” (1996) and “Sadie” (1997) by Suede?

And what if Fishbach was the “Foxy Lady”, the one climbing a “Stairway to Heaven” the

whole rock'n roll sphere has been waiting for decades? What if She was not Death (“la Mort”)

as she likes to identify herself but Love (“l'Amour”)? What if the Vacuum was Death and the

Event her as “Éternité”, the title of the first song on her record?...


